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1

Background

Applicants Name: Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC)
Application Name: MONARCH
Contact: Kim Serradell (kim.serradell@bsc.es)
Programming Language: FORTRAN
Programming Model: MPI
Application description: The Multiscale Online Non-hydrostatic AtmospheRe CHemistry
model (MONARCH; previously known as NMMB/BSC-CTM) is a software developed by the
Atmospheric Composition group at BSC. MONARCH contains advanced chemistry and aerosol
packages, and is coupled online with the Non-hydrostatic Multiscale Model (NMMB), which
allows for running either global or high-resolution (convection-allowing) regional simulations,
and is coupled with an aerosol data assimilation system based on the Local Ensemble Transform
Kalman Filter (LETKF).
Input case: Simulation of 1 hour including dust in a global domain.
This Proof of Concept follows the analysis done in the Audit POP2 AR 015. The assessment
studied the performance metrics of MONARCH in a range from 4 to 144 cores in a strong scaling
scenario.

2

Previous assessments and recommendations

During the performance analysis of MONARCH, transfer was pointed out as the main factor
limiting overall efficiency. More precisely, the following observations were outlined:
• MPI Wait and MPI Recv calls increase its relevance when scaling in terms of %Time,
being MPI Wait the most time consuming MPI call.
• The number of calls per process to MPI Wait, MPI Recv and MPI Isend increase significantly with scale.
• Long sequences of MPI Isend followed by their corresponding sequences of MPI Wait.
Some of these MPI Wait take very long itme because the corresponding MPI Rcv is later
on time (included also in a sequence of MPI Rcv).
To solve/mitigate the previous issues, the following recommendations where proposed:
1. Substitute long sequences of MPI Wait by a unique call to MPI Wait All.
2. Reorder and use of non-blocking calls to avoid serializations in the communications.
3. Consider substituting sequences of MPI Rcv by MPI Ircv or reordering them because
there are long MPI Rcv that block reception of other messages.

3

Scope of the activity

3.1

Addressed recommendations and code refactoring

The focus of this Proof of Concept is to show the benefits of addressing recommendations 1 and
2.
4
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Use-case and evaluation metrics

Regarding the first recommendation, the pattern of sequences of MPI Wait has been detected
inside subroutines [gather,scatter] layers, being the number of such calls as high as the
number of MPI processes being used in the run. This PoC will show the benefits of substituting
this sequence by a unique MPI Wait All call in the case of the gather layers subroutine, but
the same approach can be followed in the case of the scatter layers one.
Regarding the second recommendation, the proposed changes will affect the halo exchange
between the different processes. This PoC will show how a reordering in the communications
including double buffering to allow communications in parallel will allow a performance improvement. Note that this exchange is constantly repeated along the execution and applied to
any kind of data ranging from 1-dimensional arrays to even 4-dimensional arrays. So a small
improvement in this part of the code can have a big impact on the overall execution time.

3.2

Use-case and evaluation metrics

This Proof of Concept is based on the same use-case as the previous assessment: a simulation
of one hour including dust in a global domain.
For both the first and second recommendations runs of 32 MPI processes will be considered.
This number of processes is long enough to show the benefits of both recommendations.
The metric that will be considered for the evaluation will be the elapsed time in the region
of code under consideration, that will be obtained with tracing information.

3.3

Target system

The target system remains the same as in the previous audit. The experiments will be performed
on MareNostrum4. It is based on Intel Xeon Platinum processors from the Skylake generation.
It is a Lenovo system composed of SD530 Compute Racks, an Intel Omni-Path high performance
network interconnect and running SuSE Linux Enterprise Server as operating system. Compute
nodes are equipped with:
• 2 sockets Intel Xeon Platinum 8160 CPU with 24 cores each @ 2.10GHz for a total of 48
cores per node.
• L1d 32K; L1i 32K; L2 cache 1024K; L3 cache 33729K.
• 96 GB of main memory 1.88 GB/core.
• 100 Gbit/s Intel Omni-Path HFI Silicon 100 series PCI-E adapter.
• 10 Gbit Ethernet.
• 200 GB local SSD available as temporal storage during jobs.
• The processors support well-known vectorization instructions such as SSE, AVX up to
AVX-512.
The software environment used is as follows:
• Intel 17.0.4 20170411 compilers
• NETCDF 4.4.1.1
Analysis tools: BSC Analysis tools such as Paraver using EXTRAE 3.6.1
5
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Figure 1: Improvement achieved in gather layers subroutine.

4

Implementation

4.1

Changing sequences of MPI Wait by MPI Waitall

As mentioned previously, traces showed in some regions of code long sequences of calls to MPI Wait without any computation between them that increase with scale so the bigger the number
of MPI processes being used, the longer the sequence is. After looking into the traces, it was
found that these calls are located in scatter layers and gather layers subroutines, both
inside module DM PARALLEL.F90 source file, which is responsible of the communication pattern
of the model.
The idea to optimize these subroutines is to substitute the sequence of MPI Wait present at
the end by a unique MPI Waitall. The benefits of this change are twofold. First, by reducing
the number of MPI calls, we reduce the overhead. Second, and even more important, we avoid
unnecessary blocking times.
This PoC shows only the implementation and results of the gather layers subroutine but
the same optimization can be directly done in scatter layers subroutine. Listings 1 and 2
present the detail of the original and optimized source code.
do npe = ipe_start , ipe_end
call mpi_wait ( handle ( npe ) , jstat , ierr )
enddo

Listing 1: Original gather layers subroutine source code.

! changed the sequence of mpi_wait by a unique mpi_waitall
call mpi_waitall ( npes , handle , MPI_STATUSES_IGNORE , ierr )

Listing 2: Modified gather layers subroutine source code.
Figure 1 clearly shows the improvement achieved with the implemented modification.
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4.2

Communications reordering

Communications reordering

This section presents the second optimization of this PoC that focus on the halo exchange
between the different MPI processes. Note that this process is repeated constantly during a
given execution so a small improvement in this section of code can have a big impact on the
overall execution time.
The file module EXCHANGE.F90 contains the halo exchange routines. There is a unique
routine for every combination of 2-D and 3-D real array exchanges being done at one time.
Each subroutine name begins with ”exch” which is then followed by a string of integers. Each
”2” in the string indicates exchange being done for a 2-D array. Similarly each ”3” or ”4” in
the string indicates exchange being done for a 3-D or 4-D array.
Currently there are routines for these combinations: 2, 22, 222, 2222, 23, 223, 3, 33, 333,
3333, 4.
A generic interface exists so that all of the routines may be called with the name ”halo exch”.
The complete list of subroutines in module EXCHANGE.F90 can be seen in Listing 3.
interface halo_exch
module procedure exch2
module procedure exch22
module procedure exch222
module procedure exch2222
module procedure exch23
module procedure exch223
module procedure exch3
module procedure exch33
module procedure exch333
module procedure exch3333
module procedure exch4
end interface

Listing 3: List of subroutines implemented in module EXCHANGE.F90.
As a target subroutine to optimize this PoC focuses in exch2. Note, however, that all of
them follow the same communication pattern so the very same code refactoring can be replicated
for all of them as only the number and the dimensions of the exchanged data arrays will vary.
Looking into the code of any of these subroutines, it can be seen that the exchange between
neighbors is done following the cardinal points: NORTH, SOUTH, EAST and WEST. Originally, the communications are done in the order that can be seen in the left part of Figure 2. As
it can be seen, receptions, sends and stores are alternated. Note that this implies, for example,
a blocking call to MPI Wait (i.e. to wait for completion of ”Receive from South” call) before
the ”Store from South” can be actually performed. The proposed alternative consists in sending everything, receive everything and, lastly, store everything. Note that with this pattern,
until this last step no blocking call is needed and all sends and receives will have more time to
complete. The only counterpart is that we can not recycle MPI handlers anymore so instead of
the 4 used in the original code we will need 16 (one for each MPI send/receive call). A similar
consideration can be done with the buffers needed for serializing/deserializing the code.
Right part of Figure 2 shows the proposed exchange mechanism. Note that it is not a
simple reordering but a reimplementation in the sense that includes more communications. A
simple reordering as initially proposed was not possible due to the corners of the halos, so it
was needed to add direct communications to the neighbors in the diagonals. The proposed
implementation allows to perform all communications in parallel. Figure 3 shows an example
of the information sent in exch2 subroutine by MPI rank 10. The left part represents the
original implementation and the right one the new proposal. In the optimized version more
7
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Figure 2: Communication patterns between neighbours in halo exchange phases.
communications are needed but they can be done in parallel without any blocking call between
them. The original mechanism, on the contrary, is a two step exchange: first communications
to North and South, blocking waits until they finish, and only then communications to East
and West.
Figure 4 shows how the implemented changes allow for a performance gain of about 22%.

5

Validation

The users of the application have an automatic and systematic validation system to check that
results of the executions are consistent with previous versions when introducing changes in the
source code. This system does so by comparing the output files produced by the application.
This checker has been run to compare the base case results against the results obtained with
the proposed optimizations. The summary of the experiments done by the checker is as follows:
• t0jf (base case) vs t0jg (optimization):
dust simulated in a global domain, horizontal resolution 1.4degree x 1degree, 48 vertical
levels, 24-hours forecast.
• t0jl(base case) vs t0jn(optimization):
Same configuration of t0if/t0jg, but run on nord3.
• t0jh(base case) vs t0jj(optimization):
dust + chemistry in a regional domain (Northern Europe), horizontal resolution 0.2degree
x 0.2degree, 24 vertical levels, 12-hour spinup, 24-hours forecast.
• t0ji(base case) vs t0jk(optimization):
dust simulated in 2 regional nested domains, 24 vertical levels, 24-hours forecast.
d01: horizontal resolution 0.27degree x 0.27degree, Northern Africa and Europe.
d02: horizontal resolution 0.09degree x 0.09degree, focus on Northern Africa.
8
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Figure 3: Halo exchange example in exch2 subroutine, taking rank 10 as reference.

Figure 4: Improvement achieved in exch2 subroutine.
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Listing 4 shows the output of the validation process. The defined tolerance is 0, so the files
are exactly the same in all tests that pass successfully the check. As it can be seen, only the
global case, which is repeated twice in different machines (MN4 and Nord3) fails the validation.
Although this could potentially be a problem, an extensive validation of the modified functions
(especially in the case of the halo exchange) has been done separately and an agreement was
done with the users that the problem (if any) could come from the validator itself, so they
are looking into that. This idea is reinforced by the fact that regional cases validate with 0
tolerance.
autosubmit version :
3.13.0 b0
t0jf - POP MONARCH : DUST global - base case
------------------------------------------No benchmark has been defined for this experiment !
t0jg - POP MONARCH : DUST global - CS changes
-------------------------------------------- Output checker results :
- od550du :
- ‘ global /3 hourly / od550du / od550du -000 _2012010100 . nc ‘
- Some differences were found exceeding the defined
tolerance :
- Max : 0.00149618
- Mean : -6.18461696547 e -08
- Min : -0.00252977
- ‘ global /3 hourly / od550du / od550du -000 _2012010200 . nc ‘
- Some differences were found exceeding the defined
tolerance :
- Max : 0.00557238
- Mean : 1.80416 e -07
- Min : -0.00391212
t0jl - POP MONARCH : DUST global - base case
------------------------------------------No benchmark has been defined for this experiment !
t0jn - POP MONARCH : DUST global - CS changes
-------------------------------------------- Output checker results :
- od550du :
- ‘ global /3 hourly / od550du / od550du -000 _2012010100 . nc ‘
- Some differences were found exceeding the defined
tolerance :
- Max : 0.0100521
- Mean : -2.79336583884 e -09
- Min : -0.00314323
- ‘ global /3 hourly / od550du / od550du -000 _2012010200 . nc ‘
- Some differences were found exceeding the defined
tolerance :
- Max : 0.0100521
- Mean : 2.32262 e -07
- Min : -0.00426661
t0jh - POP MONARCH : REGIONAL_CHEM - base case
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--------------------------------------------No benchmark has been defined for this experiment !
t0jj - POP MONARCH : REGIONAL_CHEM - CS changes
---------------------------------------------- Output checker results :
- pm10 :
- ‘ regional / hourly / pm10 / pm10 -000 _2016062600 . nc ‘
- All values are within the defined tolerance
- ‘ regional / hourly / pm10 / pm10 -000 _2016062700 . nc ‘
- All values are within the defined tolerance
- sconco3 :
- ‘ regional / hourly / sconco3 / sconco3 -000 _2016062600 . nc ‘
- All values are within the defined tolerance
- ‘ regional / hourly / sconco3 / sconco3 -000 _2016062700 . nc ‘
- All values are within the defined tolerance
- t2 :
- ‘ regional / hourly / t2 / t2 -000 _2016062600 . nc ‘
- All values are within the defined tolerance
- ‘ regional / hourly / t2 / t2 -000 _2016062700 . nc ‘
- All values are within the defined tolerance
t0ji - POP MONARCH : NESTING - base case
--------------------------------------No benchmark has been defined for this experiment !
t0jk - POP MONARCH : NESTING - CS changes
---------------------------------------- Output checker results :
- od550du :
- ‘ d01 / hourly / od550du / od550du -000 _2012010100 . nc ‘
- All values are within the defined tolerance
- ‘ d01 / hourly / od550du / od550du -000 _2012010200 . nc ‘
- All values are within the defined tolerance
- ‘ d02 / hourly / od550du / od550du -000 _2012010100 . nc ‘
- All values are within the defined tolerance
- ‘ d02 / hourly / od550du / od550du -000 _2012010200 . nc ‘
- All values are within the defined tolerance
Summary :
| test id | benchmark | Missing files | Output checker | hpc
|
| - - - - - - - - -| - - - - - - - - - - -| - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -| - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -| - - - - - - - - -|
| t0jf | - | - | - | POP MONARCH : DUST global - base case | marenostrum4 |
| t0jg | t0jf | Successful | FAILED | POP MONARCH : DUST global - CS changes |
marenostrum4 |
| t0jl | - | - | - | POP MONARCH : DUST global - base case | nord3 |
| t0jn | t0jl | Successful | FAILED | POP MONARCH : DUST global - CS changes |
nord3 |
| t0jh | - | - | - | POP MONARCH : REGIONAL_CHEM - base case | marenostrum4 |
| t0jj | t0jh | Successful | Successful | POP MONARCH : REGIONAL_CHEM - CS
changes | marenostrum4 |
| t0ji | - | - | - | POP MONARCH : NESTING - base case | marenostrum4 |
| t0jk | t0ji | Successful | Successful | POP MONARCH : NESTING - CS changes |
marenostrum4 |
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Listing 4: Output checker results.

6

Conclusions

This PoC focused on improving MPI communications in the MONARCH application. The
implementation work has been centered in two subroutines: gather layers (in module DM PARALLEL.F90) and exch2 (in module EXCHANGE.F90, that implements all the halo exchanges).
It has been shown how by simply substituting the sequence of MPI Wait by an MPI Waitall
at the end of gather layers subroutine provides a 30% improvement. The very same solution
can be adopted in scatter layers subroutine (in the same source file).
Regarding halo exchanges, only exch2 subroutine has been reimplemented as a Proof of
Concept showing a 22% improvement in terms of execution time. This suggests a potential great
impact in the overall performance if all subroutines in module EXCHANGE.F90 are reimplemented
in the same way, bearing in mind that there are 10 more of that subroutines (exch22, exch222,
exch2222, exch23, exch223, exch3, exch33, exch333, exch3333, exch4) and that they are called
lots of times and all of them exchange more data than exch2, which is the simplest one. Once
all subroutines are reimplemented, a direct comparison of the whole execution could be done.
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